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Nyabek Toloh Marriage Proposal Tradition in Madurese Culture: A Review of the Sociology of Islamic Law

Yayan Sopyan & Muhammad Shofwan Nidzami


Kata kunci: Nyabek Toloh, Abhakalan, Islam, Budaya, Madura
Abstract: This paper examines the practice of *nyabek toloh* in Romben Guna village, Dungkek Region, Sumenep-Madura. The purposes of *nyabek toloh* are to symbolize the establishment of a relationship between the family of a male and female fiancé; to show the responsibility of a man to a woman by giving *toloh*; to maintain man’s dignity, and to maintain the tradition of sangkolan (elders). Conducting *nyabek toloh* is a must in *abhakalan* (marriage proposal); the absence of *nyabek toloh* will lead to the cancellation of *abhakalan*. This article argues that the tradition of *nyabek toloh* is the harmonization of Islamic law and custom, even not as a whole. There are some Islamic elements in this tradition. The tradition is not Islamic teaching, but it is the product of the society, especially the people of Romben Guna village, Dungkek Sub-District, Sumenep District, Madura. This can be seen as a smooth cohesion between religion and tradition in Indonesia.

Keywords: *Nyabek Tolo*, *Marriage proposal/abhakalan*, Islam, Culture, Madura

ملخص: تبحث هذه البحث في ممارسة "يمبيك طولوه" في قرية "رومب جونا", منطقة "دونجيك" "سومينف" مادورا. العادة هي أن ترمز إلى إقامة علاقة بين عائلة خطيب من الذكور والإناث؛ لإظهار المسؤولية الرجل لخطيبته من خلال إعطاء *toloh* للحفاظ على كرامة الإنسان، والحفاظ على تقاليد *sangkolan* (الشيوخ). إجراء *nyabek toloh* أمر لا بد منه في اقتراح الزواج (*abhakalan*); عدم القيام *nyabek toloh* سيؤدي إلى إلغاء *abhakalan*. الرأي من هذا البحث أن تقليد *nyabek toloh* كُتب في تشبيك القانون الإسلامي والعرف معاو لو ليس كل الجوانب من هذه العادة. هناك بعض العناصر الإسلامية في هذا التقليد رغم أن التقليد ليس تعليمًا إسلاميًا، بل هو نتاج المجتمع، خاصةً سكان قرية رومبين جونا، مقاطعة دوجنجيك الفرعية، مقاطعة سومينف، مادورا. يمكن الاعتبار من هذا بمثابة التماسك بين الدين والتقليد (العرف) في إندونيسيا.

الكلمات المفتاحية: *يمبيك طولوه*, اقتراح الزواج, الإسلام, العرف, معايير الاجتماعية, مادورا
Introduction

Religion and culture are a unified whole, despite the general paradigm that religion produces culture. Religion shapes the way of life in a society. By approaching religion through culture, it does not mean that the social forces certain religious values, but it is an attempt of the religious acculturation within the life of the society. The religious acculturation shows how a belief to something irrational, unverifiable, unproven is able to rationally shape an identity, consciousness, and behaviour in certain social construction.

Implicitly, a religion (din) automatically engenders a civilization (tamaddun). Religion and civilization closely related to each other, with significant proximity. Some, sharply distinguish religion and civilization, by stating that religion is God’s revelation, while the civilization is the result of human intelligence and innovation. Islam is more than a religious system; it is complete from of a culture.

Indonesia is built on the pillars of diversity, in terms of ethnicity, culture, custom, and religion. Religion in Indonesia emerged and developed with certain norms binding its adherents. This norms, in turn, absorbs within the society. The behavior of Muslim society is regulated by Islamic Law, either in social or spiritual (vertical) relationship. The function of Islamic law to continuously shape the social structure of a Muslim society. Because the nature of norms is to be obeyed by the people, these norms firmly attached to their reality.

Basically, Indonesia Muslims are not monolithic. Plurality exists in various traditions, understandings, and religious practices as the expression of the beliefs in Islam. People develop traditions, modesties and customs to serve their religious interest and to proselytize; to understand and feel its morals and noble values.

Culture is a guide for the people in a society, in which they believe in its truth. If the culture is the guide in a society, its wisdom should be acknowledged by the people. It is obvious that culture and Islam is a complete whole. Culture materialized in an integration. Changes in one of the elements of culture often trigger formidable reactions, even in unexpected aspects.

Madura is a region with a strong influence of Islam. Madurese society is known for their firm adherent to Islam. Therefore, Madura
is identical with Islam, even though not all Madurese are Muslims. In other words, Islam is an identical part of the ethnicity. Therefore, as the religion of Madurese people, Islam is not only as a reference for Muslims to behave in a social context but also as an ethnic symbol of the Madurese people. Both elements, Islam and culture, determine people's affiliation to the Madurese ethnicity. It, therefore, can be said that the Madurese culture is the representation of Islamic values.

The fanaticism of Madurese people to Islam is sometimes reflected in an exaggerative behavior. For example, circumcision is an obligation for Muslims. For Madurese people, uncircumcised men are *kafir* or infidels. Most of them do not know that the Jewish people, who are considered infidels, are also obliged to perform circumcision.

To enter the society, Madurese people should perform certain ceremony or rites of passage. This ritual is related to the life cycle of a human, with a series of phase and a long passage. For example, before a baby is born, there should be a ceremony of *pellet kandung* for the baby, in the seventh month of the pregnancy. During this ceremony, people recite salvation prayer (*doa selamat*), and the history of the Prophet Muhammad’s birth.

Madurese society is known for their strong adherence to religious teachings. The Madurese people actively maintain their culture and traditions, especially those related to their local culture and Islam. This influences their ordinary people who are unaware of the origin of the tradition. Islam acknowledges this attitude as *taklid* (to follow certain values blindly). With regards to the *taklid* attitude of the Madurese people, Anshori, a prominent religious figure in Madura, states that *taklid* is mostly to follow what is prescribed by the elders. It is clear that not all Madurese traditions have Islamic elements in it. D. Zawawi Imron argues that there are rituals in Romben Guna with no Islamic elements in them, such as the tradition of *mamaca dan mamapar* in a marriage.

**Proposing a Woman in Madurese Culture**

Every region in Indonesia possesses a uniqueness in a marriage proposal ritual. Similarly, Madurese people have a unique way of conducting a marriage proposal, called *Abhakalan*. In *Abhakalan* a man
and woman are tied in engagement and approved by both families. This engagement may be based on their own will or arrangement by other parties.

*Abhakalan* refers to a term used by Madurese people to show that someone is already attached to a marriage plan, by arrangement or his/her own will. This is because a marriage proposal is an activity to match a man with a woman, or a man asks a woman to be his wife. This is conducted with certain ways according to the common tradition.

The practice of *abhakalan* should preserve the existing tradition adhered by society. For example, to maintain the relationship between two families, there is a tradition called *asekket batton* (strengthening the knot of wooden/bamboo bed). In this tradition, both families send food to each other on the *Eid al Fitr* day, holy months of Islam, and any other occasions to strengthen the familial ties. When the relationship of both families is not well maintained, the *abhakalan* may fail. With this failure, the marriage is *epaburung* (cut off), with the reason of *sobung paste* (it is not destiny) to match both of them.

**Nyabek Tolok in Romben Guna Village, Sumenep**

The above tradition among the society of Romben Guna village, Dungkek Sub-District, Sumenep District, Madura is called *nyabek toloh*, or the gift during Ramadhan month before Eid al Fitr. The male fiancé (*bhakal*) gives to the female fiancé (*bhakal*). This gift has become an obligation in the society, especially for those in Romben Guna. The unfulfilled gift becomes one of the factors that lead to the failure of the proposal.

The Compilation of Islamic Law, Article 13, does not mention any legal implication in the cancellation of a marriage proposal. In fact, there are various customs among Indonesian society stipulating the cancellation of the marriage proposal. Some require compensation, while some do not require any. For example, among Minangkabau society, with the dissolution of a marriage proposal, there should be the return of all goods given. This also applies in Romben Guna. This research found out that there are consequences caused by such cancellation.

Romben Guna is one of the places where the tradition of *nyabek*
toloh is still preserved until today. From the perspective of the Sociology of Law, customs should have its purpose and objectives. There must be philosophical meaning in them, which is the focus of this research.

Correlation between Islam and Culture in the Marriage Proposal in Madura

Khitbah or marriage proposal is an expression of intention to marry a woman, and this intention is communicated to the woman and her guardian. This communication can be done directly by the man, or by a representative from his family. If the woman or her family express their agreement, then the proposal is considered valid (accepted).

The practice of proposal is basically mubah (allowable), as long as does not violate Islamic law/shara’. From the perspective of Imam Malik, the proposal is Sunna. However, sometimes the proposal can be makrooh or disliked, e.g. the proposal is conducted during ihram in hajj or umrah. As is stated in a hadith:

قَالَ رَسُوْلُ الله صَلَّى الله عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ لاَيْنَكِحُ الْمُحْرِمُ وَلاَيْنَكَحُ وَلاَيْخْطُبُ (رواه مسلم)

Meaning: The Prophet PBUH stated that a person in ihram should not marry, should not be married, and should not propose.” (HR. Muslim).

This is in line with Imam al Shafi’I that said that the proposal is Sunna, but is makrooh when it is conducted during ihram. A man and woman who perform ihram are prohibited from making a marriage contract.

The principle of a marriage proposal in the Quran is in QS Al-Baqara (2): 235

“There is no blame upon you for that to which you [indirectly] allude concerning a proposal to women or for what you conceal within yourselves. Allah knows that you will have them in mind. But do not promise them secretly except for saying a proper saying.”

A hadith from Jabir bin Abdullah narrated by Abu Daud says:

عَنْ جَابِرِبْنِ عَبْدِاللَّهِ أَنَّ رَسُوْلَ اللَّهِ صَلَّى الله عَلَيْهِ وَسَلَّمَ قَالَ إِذَا خَطَّبَ أَحَدُكُمْ الْمَرْأَةَ فَإِنَّ اسْتَطَعَ أَنْ يُنْطُرَاِلى ما يَدْعُوْهُ إِلَىِ نِكَاحِهَا فَلْيَفْعِلْ (رواه ابودا ود)
“Ibn Jabir r.a. said, the Prophet Muhammad PBUH said if someone among you proposes a woman, if he is able to see matters that encourage him to marry her, then do it!” (HR. Abu Daud).

Most of the Ulama argue that an engagement is not an obligation. However, the customary practice in the society shows that the proposal is preceding that must be done. This is because of the moral message in it, and it is considered a good manner in to begin a plan of building a family to create happiness, sakinah mawaddah wa rahmah (tranquil, affectionate and merciful).

Abhakalan is a process to match two persons with opposite sex (teenagers and, in the past, children) in a bond resemble an engagement. The concept of abhakalan and engagement is different. The similarity is that both are done before marriage. The range of time in abhakalan and engagement is different. In the Javanese or Sundanese culture, the period from engagement to marriage is days of months. This means that the interval from the engagement to the marriage is not long.

In abhakalan, however, the interval is uncertain. In most of the practice, it takes a long time. Therefore, it is common for the Madurese custom that a couple marries after five years of abhakalan, or even seven to ten years. This is because the abhakalan is conducted when the couple is still at school ages. In Romben Guna village, on average, the abhakalan begins during childhood, even just after the birth of a child. Based on the purpose of mapolong tolong (collecting bones), the neighbors use abhakalan to make others become their own family through a marriage proposal.

Ta’aruf (introduction) during the engagement is the first step toward marriage, in which the purpose is to know the character both man and woman. The abhakalan tradition in Madura has a similar purpose, which is to know the bhakal bini (female fiancé) and bhakal lake’ (male fiancé), even though the process takes a long time compared to other places outside Madura.

For the Madurese people, the abhakalan is not a sign that a marriage will be done soon. The abhakalan is only to mark the relationship between a male a female. This means that the relationship between the concept of a marriage proposal in Islam and Madurese society can be viewed from its definition and purpose. In term of definition and purpose,
both concepts agree that a marriage proposal is a preliminary act in a marriage, for both parties to know each other.

It is undeniable that there are some distinctive features in the practice of *abhakalan* in Madura. D. Zawawi Imron maintains that difference between the practice of *abhakalan* in Madura and the marriage proposal outside Madura is in its ritual, among others is in the stuff brought to the proposal ceremony. There is certain food should be served during the ritual, such as *mostomos*, consisting of lepet, kocor (cucur), etc.

The tradition of nyabek toloh is one part of the abhakalan ceremony that should be performed by every Madurese, especially the people of Romben Guna village. Nyabek Toloh is a distinctive feature in the abhakalan ritual and becomes a differentiator with the practice of marriage proposal outside Madura.

**Ritual Practice and Legal Implication of Nyabek Toloh**

The following is the process of *abhakalan* to the giving of *toloh* in Romben Guna village, as is obtained from the written note of Rahman, a figure from the village:

1. *Angen-angenan* (giving news/ communicate)
2. *Mabada pangada’ menta aki’ ka bhisan bini’* (prepare for a representative to ask the female (about her needs))
3. *Elamar* (proposing)
4. *Bada jajan lamaran cam ma cam mah jajan* (there are various snacks)
5. *Deri bhisan laki’ ka bhisan bini’* (the male family goes to meet the female family)
6. *Saminggu belesan dari bhisan bini’* (a week later, there will be a response from the female family)
7. *Semarenah kādintoh.* (after that)
8. *Ater tolo sabban taon* (deliver toloh every year)
9. *Bulan Ramadhan/poasa* (Ramadhan/ fasting month)
10. *Issena tolo beddha :* (the toloh consists of)

   a. *Kalambi* (clothes)
   b. *Sandal* (sandals)
c. Bedda’ (cosmetics)
d. Pesse (money)
e. Ben kodung (head scarf)

11. Bile tellasan bhakal amaen ka bhakal bini’ (on the id al Fitr day, the male fiancé visits the female fiancé)

12. Dari bhakal bini’ amaen ka bhakal lake’ agi ba jajan bile molea bhakal bini e berre’ pesse mon bhakal lake’ (from female fiancé to male fiancé, taking some cakes, and when she goes home she is given some money by the male fiancé).

There is a Latin tradition proverb saying ubi societas ibi ius/justicia, wherever there is society, there is law. Every society should have a legal product, whether automatically formed; or intentionally made by the society. This applies to the living law in the tradition of abhakalan. A Madurese has a proverb, saying “Tal ontalan amaen betoh nginum la’ang alamak kaen babakalan bhelum tantoh mun palang ngalak oreng laen”. This proverb illustrates that in an engagement there will be bhakal burung (failed engagement) and bhakal tolos (successful engagement). The failure and the successful of engagement depends on how both parties obey the prevailing law in the society.

The tradition of nyabek toloh is one of the traditions in the village Rumben Guna society. It is an obligation for the people to conduct nyabek toloh for those who are in abhakalan. The longer the abhakalan is maintained, the more the male family should prepare for giving the toloh. For example, if abhakalan is conducted when the couple is five years old, and they marry by the age of 18, then the toloh runs for 13 years.

If there is one Ramadhan where the toloh is not given, then the female and her family still expect that the male and his family will deliver the toloh. The consequence of unpresented toloh is the disharmony between the two families. Without toloh, there will be an assumption that the engagement is not going to be continued. Another consequence is that the family will be the talk of the people.

The highest risk of not presenting toloh is the cancellation of abhakalan. Niwanah says that her son’s abhakalan cancellation is because they did not deliver the toloh to her son’s fiancé. According to the informant to this study, usually every year the toloh is delivered.
In the year where toloh is not delivered, then in that year also the abhakalan is invalid. In the case of Niwanah, her son had maintained the abhakalan for five years, but it is then invalid. It can be said that the giving of toloh is one of the signs for the continuation of abhakalan for the people in Romben Guna village.

This is different from Wardi’s point of view, saying that it is not an obligation to giving toloh to a fiancé. For Wardi, this is because he conducts abhakalan with his relative. Since the beginning of abhakalan, they already made an agreement that they will not give toloh if they do not have money. The female fiancé and her family need to wait until the man has money. For this informant, it should not be a problem as long as they maintain good communication.

Apart from that, if the abhakalan is cancelled, the consequence is that both parties are not obliged to return all gifts, either from the male to the female or otherwise. The gift is the symbol of love for the fiancé. This is similar to the dowry that is not returned when a divorce happens.

It is clear that people’s perceptions of the practice of nyabek toloh are varied. There are some who believe that giving toloh is a must, and some others believe that it is not a must. For those who believe in the obligation of toloh, the absence of it will cause the cancellation of abhakalan.

Basically, Madurese people are known for their obedience, especially in matters related to manners. For instance, in visiting others’ house, the Madurese people have some rules to be followed. If they do not follow the rule, they will be considered impolite, and the hosts will ignore them. This is similar in the practice of abhakalan. The people should follow the rule when the rule is violated; the abhakalan is void.

The urgency of Nyabek Toloh in Marriage Proposal

Nyabek toloh tradition has been strongly rooted among the people of Romben Guna village. There are considerable meanings to be studied in this sangkolan tradition.

The meaning of nyabek toloh is: first, to strengthen the relationship between two families. This is because there will be different responses from the fiancé who is given toloh, and who is not. As is mentioned
above, without providing toloh the abbakalan can be void. The meaning behind the cancellation of abbakalan without toloh is a statement that maintaining a relationship or silaturahim is compulsory for both families. Eva Nur Fauza, a woman who practiced nyabek toloh, said that the preservation of nyabek toloh tradition is to preserve and enhance the relationship between two families.

According to Anshori, the giving of toloh is the sign of bond and keepsakes for the woman, and as the sign that someone has already had her. Madurese people properly keep their property, and no one can take it. It is more complicated when it comes to matters related to women in engagement. If a man disturbs a woman who is already engaged, problems will occur, and bloodshed (carok) is possible to happen. For Madurese people, women are an important part of the social structure, because of they a prestigious symbol and honor of the family.

Before Islam, women were subordinated by men. Women were not given freedom in all matters. The majority of women did not have chances to enjoy their life and obtain legal protection for their rights.

In general, old society considered women having low status, and even did not see them as human beings. According to Mustaghiri Asrar, as quoted by Huzaemah T. Yanggo, from a legal and cultural perspective, there almost no society in the ancient nations that put women in a proper status. This is different with Romben Guna society that maintains women honor, proven by the practice of nyabek toloh.

D. Zawawi Imron maintains that the giving of toloh is a symbol of love from a man to his fiancé or in the Madurese language called pangestoh (the symbol of faithfulness). There is a proverb in Madura saying mun nyareh kancah ka mekkasan mun nyareh beleh ka sumenep. It is obvious, for them, being a friend is considered as family in Sumenep, let alone being a bhakal (fiancé). Being a fiancé will automatically be more prioritized.

The second meaning of toloh is that the women will look more beautiful to meet the male family in the Eid day. Rakso told that when he did abbakalan, the moment that he waited was the meeting with his bhakal bini, because she dressed up and put on makeup with peparem. The purpose of those is to make the female look more beautiful and smell good during the meeting.
This tradition is still maintained until today. For the Madurese, it is a prestige to facilitate a woman to beautify herself. The family of the woman and the family of her fiancé will be embarrassed if the woman dresses up too ordinary.

Apart from that, there is also an honor to the elders who instil the tradition and values in giving toloh. As is told by Siti Fatimah, at first, she did not know that the nyabek toloh tradition came from her elders. After they told her, then she did it. The Madurese people prioritize respects and appreciation, especially to those who are older and have higher social status. Thus politeness is important in the social life of the Madurese people.

These respect and appreciation are, not only shown by those who have already practised the tradition, but also by those who have not. Saiwah just affianced her child but has not practice nyabek toloh. However, she plans to do it as it is the tradition in her village. The toloh will not be a burden for her, because there is no standard in what to give and how much. The toloh will depend on her ability.

Some informants of this research explain that the practice of nyabek toloh is not a burden for them, because it is a compulsory tradition in the Romben Guna village. This is different for Wardi. He often feels that the toloh is burdensome because he has to borrow some money to fulfil the toloh. This implies that the people’s point of view regarding the practice of nyabek toloh vary. However, most of the people obey the tradition, even if it is burdensome or not.

Harmonization of Nyabek Toloh with Islamic Law

Indonesian people is a religious society. Indonesia is not a country based on religion, but it is undeniable that Indonesia is a religious country and not a secular country that ignores religion completely. Religion is part of the life of the Indonesian people.

Madurese people are religious, maintaining Islam as their religion and belief. This is shown by their fanatics attitude toward Islam. The religion of Madurese people is Islam. Islam has been crystallized and color their social life, as can be seen in their way of dressing up. Religion is considered a sacred and holy matter that should be defended. The religion has become the guidance for human life. Whoever insults the religion should be dead.
As a consequence, the above attitude influences their daily life, including in performing the prevailing cultures and traditions. The dialectic of religious teaching and culture becomes inseparable in the Madurese society. This reality implies that religion cannot be understood as a singular reality. Religion is a teaching as well as behavior within the sphere of culture.

Madurese people are known for their religious fanaticism. This also applies when Madurese people consider their culture and tradition, especially that are related to the synchronization between the culture and Islam. This tendency influences the common people who do not know the origin of the traditions, but they follow them, or in Islamic language called taklid.

The taklid among Madurese people is affirmed by the statement from Anshori, as one of the religious figures in Madura. He said that Madurese people often do taklid to matters stipulated by the elders. With this statement, it is obvious that not all Madurese culture consists of Islamic values. D. Zawawi Imron argues that there are some rituals in Romben Guna that do not have an Islamic nuance in it, such as the tradition of mamaca dan mampar in marriage.

Recognizing nyabek toloh tradition as a culture with Islamic nuance (or without), depends on how we see the ritual. In the Islamic perspective, it is clear that nyabek toloh is not an Islamic teaching. However, it is different when we see the meaning behind the tradition, in which part of it is comprising Islamic teaching. As is explained by the informants of this research that nyabek toloh means maintaining a good relationship (silaturrahim), giving (hibah), etc., which are parts of Islamic teaching.

As is explained by Anshor, giving toloh is a grant from a man to his fiancé. If the engagement is void, that there should be no return of the goods because they are given as grants (hibah). The meaning of hibah in Islamic is giving something to someone without expecting any replacement (compensation). The gift or grant generates the loving feeling among the people.

Nyabek toloh tradition is a part of giving that has a purpose similar to hibah in Islam. The purpose is to maintain the harmony between two families that establish a relationship or in the Madurese language
mapolong tolang. In *abhakalan*, the male fiancé brings gifts for the female fiancé. In Javanese culture, this gift is called *peningset* or the symbol of love. So, the gift is similar to *hibah*.

Islam allows the cancellation of a marriage proposal, with plausible reasons. Without plausible reasons or if the reason is not in accordance with Islamic law, then the cancellation is not allowable, because it will disappoint one of the parties.

According to Shafii *madhab*, because the goods given by the male fiancé to the female fiancé are *hibah*, then she should return them, in a good or bad condition. If they are broken, then the female fiancé should replace them according to the prevailing price. According to Maliki *madhab*, if the one who cancels the engagement is the man, then he has no rights to ask the goods to be returned. This is different if the one who cancels the engagement is the woman. In this case, the man can request the goods to be returned in good condition. All damages should be replaced, except if they have a different agreement before, or based on the prevailing custom (*urf*).

The similarity between *nyabek toloh* and Islamic teaching is that if a cancellation happens, then there is no obligation to return the gift because it is *hibah*. Ulama have different opinions about the return of the gift. Some believe that it should be returned, while some do not. It depends on the *urf* within the society.

Nevertheless, there is one *fiqh* principle stating that *al-aadatu syari’atul mubakkamatu* (custom is a shariat, confirmed as law). This means that prevailing custom in the society can turn itu law. The giving of *toloh* is part of customs and should be obeyed, if not, then the *abhakalan* will be void. The consequence, after that, is that there is no obligation to return the goods because the tradition does not regulate the return of the gift.

According to Rahman, the tradition of *nyabek toloh* is to maintain the relationship bond (*tali silaturrahIm*) between male *bhisan* (co-father in law) and female *bhisan* (co-mother in law). The giving of *toloh* influences the harmony of the two parties.

Islam commends to maintain a relationship, as is mentioned in the hadith from the Prophet:
From Abu Hurairah RA, he stated that: “I heard the Prophet PBUH Said: “Anyone who is happy with the provision of his fortune and is well remembered for his name until after his absence, then maintain the silaturrahim”

From Aisha RA, the wife of the Prophet PBUH, from the Prophet PBUH, he said (Allah says): ‘Rahim is a word (from ar-Rahman). Whoever maintains it, I will maintain it, whoever breaks it, I will break it.’

Those are the hadith from the Prophet PBUH about the importance of keeping silaturrohim. Nyabek toloh tradition is one way to maintain the silaturrahim. This means that the ignorance of the tradition will lead to mafsada (the broken) relationship between male bhisan and female bhisan. One fiqh principle mentions dar ul mafasid muqaddimu ala jalbil masholih (avoiding harms should be prioritized than maintaining goods). The compulsory of giving toloh should not be a burden, but it is better to maintain the silaturrahim bond in order to avoid the cancellation of abhakalan.

On the one hand, the silaturrahim is recommended by Islam, but in the abhakalan, these is a tradition that should be reconsidered, which is the meeting between the male fiancé and female fiancé. During silaturrahim, both male and female fiancé shall meet. Islamic law determines the way of meeting with bhakal, as Allah says in QS. An-Nur (24): 31

“and not to display their adornment except what is apparent of it.”

This means that the time to see a bhakal is also regulated by Islam. The majority of Ulama agree upon the time when a man can see his proposed woman, which is when he has azam (strong will), and is capable physically and materially. Another condition with relates to a woman to be married is that she is not a wife of another man, and not a prostitute. Consequently, seeing a proposed woman is allowable during
the proposal time. Imam al Shafi’I explained that it is suggested to see a woman before proposing her, but with an intention to marry her. This can be done with or without any acknowledgement from her and her family. This is because the law allows seeing the woman and does not require any permission from the woman and her guardians.

Within Romben Guna society, it is a tradition that both bhakals meet every year, especially during the celebration of Eid al Fitr. The purpose of this meeting is to maintain maslaha (benefit/ goodness) by keeping the relationship between two families. This is different from the opinion of the majority of Ulama stating that the permission to see a woman is based on man’s strong will to marry her.

The law is made by God to regulate the relationship between human and God, human with human, and human with nature. With regards to the practice of abhakalan, it is the relationship between human and human to create a horizontal relationship so they can live in peace and harmony, and avoid any violation that may harm oneself and others.

The practice of nyabek toloh in abhakalan is a part of the harmonization among human beings, especially in the procession of abhakalan. This tradition builds ukhuwah (bond) among the couple and their families, as is explained by those who practice nyabek toloh.

Apart from the meaning of giving toloh, there also goods that are stipulated by Islamic law, which are cosmetics, perfumes, and clothes. Islamic regulates the use of cosmetics and perfumes. Basically, those are mubah (allowable), except if nas (Quran and Hadith) prohibits it. As Allah says in QS. Al-A’raf (7): 32;

“Say, “Who has forbidden the adornment of Allah which He has produced for His servants and the good [lawful] things of provision?” Say, “They are for those who believe during the worldly life [but] exclusively for them on the Day of Resurrection.” Thus do We detail the verses for a people who know.

This verse illustrates the permission to use them, and also a sunna, especially when a woman dresses up for her husband.

The above nas regulates the permissions to use adornment, as well as perfumes and cosmetics, which are parts of adornment to beautify a woman. The Prophet PBUH said:

"عن أبي هريرة، قال: قال رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم (ممن عرَضْ عَلَيْهِ"
From Abu Huraira, he says: The Prophet PBUH says: “People who are offered (given) perfumes, shall not refuse them. They smell good and have little side effects.”

From Abu Musa, he says: The Prophet PBUH says: If a woman put on some perfumes and purposefully walk among the people so that they smell it. By this, accordingly, (she commits adultery)”(HR: Abu Daud: 4173).

This hadith suggests to accept perfumes given from someone, and use it with the way that is acceptable by Islamic law. Nyabek toloh tradition involves perfumes to make the woman smells good during the meeting on Eid day. On the one hand, giving the perfume is not a problem, referring to the above hadith, but using it in the present of a man, who does not have any familial relationship, is likely to pose harms (maslaha) than benefits (maslaha).

A man and a woman, in the abhakalan relationship, are “ajnabiya” (strangers). This means that the relationship between the man and the woman who are not mahram have certain limitations that should not be violated. The status of non-mahram limits both male and female bhakal. Therefore, giving the woman perfumes is allowable as long as she does not use it in the present of the male bhakal.

Furthermore, the tradition of nyabek toloh has similarities with giving livelihood (nafkah) and dowry (mahr), even though, referring to Anshori’s statement, the difference is that the nafkah is given after the marriage, and nyabek toloh is before the wedding. Islam determines three causes that lead to the giving of nafkah: 1) a marriage, 2) kinship, and 3) ownership. In nyabek toloh, there is no genetic relationship and marriage between to families. This implies that nyabek toloh and nafkah are different in its application.

With regards to the relationship between nyabek toloh and mahr, the mahr is presented when a man marries a woman, while nyabek toloh is presented during the abhakalan period. There is no requirement of returning mahr and nyabek toloh shall the cancellation, or a divorce happens. However, both should be presented to women, with nyabek toloh is according to the custom, while the mahr is according to Islamic
law. In Islam, *mahr* is properties that should be given by a man to a woman that he will marry in an official marriage contract.

This explanation is not attempting to equate between *nyabek toloh*, *nafkah*, and *mahr*, even though they seem to be similar in terms of giving something to a woman. However, they are significantly different, in terms of the time of giving those three matters, and their legal basis: Islamic law and customary law.

Therefore, this article concludes that the tradition of *nyabek toloh* is the harmonization of Islamic law and custom, even not as a whole. There are some Islamic elements in this tradition. The tradition is not Islamic teaching, but it is the product of the society, especially the people of Romben Guna village, Dungkek Sub-District, Sumenep District, Madura. The neighboring villages of Romben Guna also apply *nyabek toloh*, but this they have started to abandon the tradition. The informants suggest that most of the villages to the East of Sumenep still maintain this tradition with different names and rituals.

**Conclusion**

The philosophical meaning of *nyabek toloh* is to build a relationship between two *bhisan*, to maintain the elders’ tradition (*sangkolan*). *Nyabek toloh* is to respect women by giving the toloh; to maintain men’s responsibility to women since the marriage proposal, and to maintain men’s dignity.

The basis of *nyabek toloh* is a customary obligation and following the steps of the elders, because the absent of toloh will lead to the cancellation of the engagement. There is an assumption among the people that without toloh means there is no more interest, from the man of the parents, to continue the engagement.

There are various understandings in the implementation of *nyabek toloh* among the people, for the way of giving to the kind of goods to be given. However, the main point of *nyabek toloh* is the same, which is to present goods to women every year after the marriage proposal.
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